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ABSTRACT

Contact tracing in case of pandemic is becoming an essential mitigation tool for national health services to break infection chains and prevent the virus from spreading further. To support manual tracing, several countries have been developing contact tracing apps that detect nearby mobile phones using Bluetooth. Such data collection raised privacy concerns and several privacy-preserving protocols have been proposed to prevent the leakage of personal and sensitive information. These solutions are mainly divided into two categories using a centralized or a decentralized exposure score computation. However, both approaches depict limitations.

This paper presents DESIRE, a novel exposure notification system which leverages the best of centralized and decentralized systems. As opposed to existing contact tracing schemes, DESIRE leverages Private Encounter Tokens (Pets) generated locally on the device that uniquely identify an encounter between two nodes while being private and unlinkable by the server. The role of the server is merely to match PETs generated by diagnosed users with the pets provided by requesting users. Our privacy risk analysis shows that DESIRE drastically improves privacy against malicious users (i.e., limitation of decentralized systems) and authority (i.e., limitation of centralized systems). We implemented DESIRE, evaluated it in real condition, and show its feasibility.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Security and privacy → Privacy-preserving protocols; Privacy protections
- Applied computing → Health care information systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of infections in rising and countries have been facing a second wave.
people, and the advantage to centrally control and adjusting the exposure score computation.

In this paper, we present Desire, a novel exposure notification system which leverages the best of centralized and decentralized systems in order to reduce the privacy risks of contact tracing applications. As opposed to existing proximity tracing schemes, we propose an exposure notification system that is based on Private Encounter Tokens (PETS). A PET token uniquely identifies an encounter between two nodes and is private and unlinkable from the server. This PET is locally generated by the mobile device from the Ephemeral Bluetooth Identifiers (EBID) of both devices. The role of the server is merely to match PETS generated by diagnosed users with the PETS provided by requesting users. Furthermore, the server stores minimal pseudonymous data. All data stored on the server is encrypted using keys that are stored on the mobile devices, protecting against data breach on the server. Finally, we rely on a Trust Execution Environment (TEE) to pre-process declaration of infection and to avoid inference leakage (e.g., social graph).

The concept of PET also enables several types of architectural variants between the centralized and the decentralized design. This unique flexibility enables each country to make a sovereign choice, choosing the deployment design that best fits its own requirements and trade-offs (e.g., epidemiological or data protection considerations, benefit-risk balance).

We analyse the privacy risk of Desire compared to other approaches. Desire drastically improves the privacy of the scheme against malicious users (i.e., limitation of decentralized systems) and authority (i.e., limitation of centralised systems). We also implemented a proof of concept of Desire and evaluated it in real condition. We show that the energy consumption of Desire is similar to other baseline approaches. Moreover, we also evaluated the scalability of the trusted proxy facing a growing number of infected node declarations. Finally, we evaluated the efficiency of the exposure score risk computed in Desire. The source code of Desire as well as the proof of concept of the mobile application are publicly available.

Aware that the design of the solutions that have been adopted in different countries was carried out in a hurry and suffer from limitations, we hope that this proposal and the open release of the associated software will stimulate the conception of interoperable applications on a larger scale in case of future pandemic.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background and related work. Section 3 presents the key concepts of Desire while Section 4 details the solution. Section 5 then contains the risk analysis of Desire and Section 6 reports the evaluation of our proof of concept. Lastly discussion and conclusion are presented in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Since the beginning of the Covid pandemic, contact tracing apps have led many debates and generated an important literature. While the first tracing apps (predominantly deployed in Asia) extensively collected sensitive user information (e.g., name, address, mobile phone numbers, location), most further tracing apps consider privacy and security as a primary concern. Indeed, location data for instance are well known to be a very rich contextual information which can lead to many inferences (e.g., home and workplaces, race and gender, social network) and re-identification [15, 25, 50]. Although this rich information could be leveraged to better detect clusters and conducting multiple analysis, exploiting the location of users has been further restricted to limit the privacy threats [4], it is also one factor that limits the users’ adoption [33, 40].

The data collection and the architecture of contact tracing apps has been a matter of much discussion due to both security and privacy concerns. We review in this section the centralised, the decentralised, and the hybrid systems that combine features from both the centralised and the decentralised approaches.

Decentralized approaches (e.g., DP3T [45], PACT [20]) are designed to avoid any control of a central server who could maliciously collect data and infer sensitive information by all means. While presented as keeping the privacy of individuals safe, several reports and applications have shown the limit of such solution [2, 31, 34, 44, 47]. By relying on end nodes to compute score risk, the ephemeral ID of infected users are push to all devices in the system opening the risk to malicious users to infer sensitive information leading to an risk of discrimination and harassment for users declared Covid-positive [13].

Centralized approaches (e.g., Robert [19], BlueTrace [9], COVIDSafe [36], first version of NHS COVID-19 app [35]) are designed to avoid malicious users to infer sensitive information on other users, infected or not. By relying on a server, centralized solutions put an important trust in the server regarding both its correct and non-adversarial behavior, and the protection of the data against data leakage. In case of a server more adversarial than honest but curious, although less likely than facing to tech savvy users, the server could infer sensitive inference for users whether they are declared positive or not, including part of the social graph [42].

No consensus has been found between supporters of both sides (i.e., centralized and decentralized). In this turmoil of discussion on the best approach to adopt, Google and Apple jointly agreed on a decentralized system for contact tracing interface called Exposure Notification API (GAEN) [1] that they rapidly integrated into their mobile operating systems. While many countries adopted this API to implement their solution above this API, these contact tracing applications suffer from the same limitation as DP3T on which the GAEN solution is based [3, 30]. Moreover, the underlying mechanisms of this API are not transparent and the integration of this API in the google and apple ecosystem lead to additional sensitive data collection [6, 27]. Finally, other reports have analysed the detection rules that trigger exposure notifications in the GAEN solution in complex environment (e.g., bus, tram) and show questionable correlation between exposure and real proximity [32]. But perhaps worse, Google and Apple have not lifted restrictions on the use of Bluetooth on their operating system to allow each country to develop their own solution, imposing, de facto, their solution [14].

As both centralized and decentralized solutions depict limitations, a third way has been explored [48]. These solutions try to combine advantages on both sides. For instance, Epione [43] introduces a new private set intersection cardinality or PSI-CA. This PSI-CA is used to learn the size of the intersection between the set of tokens held by a user (i.e., the application) and the set of tokens stored on a server, without the user revealing their tokens. However,
Figure 1: PET generation: device A broadcasts $EBID = g^X$. Device B broadcasts $EBID = g^Y$. Both devices compute $PET = H(g^{X \cdot Y})$.

This solution introduces a communication overhead which could be a limitation given that a large number of users are expected in this kind of application. ConTra Corona [11], in turn, follows a decentralized approach but to better protect infected people, this solution leverages another pseudorandom identifier for the publication to all devices, instead of their broadcasted ephemeral ID. The linkability between this pseudorandom identifier and the ephemeral ID is only known by a non-colluding dedicated server.

3 Desire: The Basics

Desire aims at combining the best of centralised and the decentralised contact tracing approaches. To achieve that, Desire leverages the concept of Private Encounter Token (PET) that uniquely identifies an encounter between two nodes. This concept of PET also enables a third way between the centralized and decentralized categories, as the underlying protocol easily enables several types of architectural variants. This unique flexibility enables each country to make a sovereign choice, choosing the deployment design that best fits its own requirements without compromising interoperability across different national choices. Roaming across countries that can lead to different risk assessments (each country can weigh the pros and cons). The flexibility of Desire leads to three potential deployment designs.

3.1 Private Encounter Tokens (Pets)

The notion of Private Encounter Token, or PET, is central to Desire. A PET token uniquely identifies an encounter between two nodes. This token is generated and computed locally by both nodes from their ephemeral identifiers generated at the current epoch named Ephemeral Bluetooth IDentifier (EBID), and is private and unlinkable from the server or other devices. A PET token can be generated from any Non-Interactive Key Exchange protocol [28]. As described in Section 4.6.1, the creation of PET tokens in Desire is based on the Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol [26]. Figure 1 illustrates the generation of such PET tokens.

Device A generates and broadcasts a new EBID defined as $g^X$, where $X$ is a secret generated by $A$. Upon the reception of an EBID, $g^X$, from a device $B$, device $A$ computes $(g^X)^Y$ (which is equal to $g^{X \cdot Y}$) and stores it in a local list the PET token $H(g^{X \cdot Y})$. Where $H$ is a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-256. Similarly, device $B$ computes $(g^Y)^X$ (which is also equal to $g^{Y \cdot X}$) and stores it in a local list the PET token $H(g^{Y \cdot X})$.

The PET $H(g^{X \cdot Y})$ is a unique and a secret identifier for the encounter between $A$ and $B$. Furthermore, the decisional Diffie–Hellman assumption guarantees that it can only be computed by $A$ and $B$, and is therefore protected from eavesdroppers.

In case of infection declaration, instead of sharing all its previous EBIDS (i.e., like in decentralized approaches) or EBIDs of all devices that have been in proximity (i.e., like in centralized approaches) to inform at-risk users, Desire only shares the associated PET tokens. PET has the advantage over EBID to reduce the attack surface and to improve privacy. Specifically, it reduces the ability of the server to link collocation information coming from different individuals. Furthermore, this method mitigates "replay attack", where a malicious individual collects the EBIDs received by an infected (or potentially infected) individual and replays them in many locations, in order to create a large number of false positives.

3.2 A Unique Flexibility and three Deployment Designs

The flexibility of Desire leads to three potential deployment designs.

- **(D1) Desire centralized risk evaluation approach**: here the central back-end server managed by the authority is in position to assess the exposure risk of a user, which means that her application needs to periodically query the server in order to know her risk.
- **(D2) Desire state-less approach**: in this design, the central back-end server does not maintain any state per application instance and is only used as a matching system between the encounter PET tokens uploaded by an application and a list of exposed PET tokens it maintains.
- **(D3) Desire decentralized approach**: here, the central back-end server is only used as a reflector in order to share widely the list of exposed PET tokens, and where the risk evaluation is performed within the device of the user.

Having three design flavors enables each country to choose the approach that best fits its requirements, in a sovereign manner. This choice depends on multiple criteria. For instance, this decision can be based on epidemiological considerations since it is usually recognized that an architecture with a central risk evaluation is recommended from an epidemiological point of view. This choice can also be based on the adversary model, since local considerations can lead to different risk assessments (each country can weigh the risk and benefits associated with each design option, with respect to the central authority, the users, and OS manufacturer). Naturally, this choice can also be based on data protection considerations. The Desire approach enables these choices to be made locally, on a per-country basis, without negatively impacting the service interoperability across different countries, even if they use different service designs.
4 DESIRE: A THIRD WAY FOR EUROPEAN RISK EXPOSURE NOTIFICATIONS

This section describes DESIRE in detail, focusing more particularly on the centralized design (D1). We first provide an overview of the solution (Section 4.1) before presenting each phase of DESIRE, namely the initialization phase (Section 4.2), the encounter discovery (Section 4.3), the infected user declaration (Section 4.4), and the exposure status request (Section 4.5). We then give implementation details of our publicly available proof of concept (Section 4.6). Finally, we present how to operate DESIRE as a state-less system where the server do not store information about registered users (Section 4.7) and as a fully decentralized system where the exposure score risk is computed locally on the device (Section 4.8). Lastly, we discuss interoperability considerations (Section 4.9).

4.1 Overview

In its centralized design (D1), the highlights of DESIRE are the following:

- Mobile devices generate their own identifiers, their private encounter tokens (Pets), and keep full control over them. These Pet tokens are privately generated and unlinkable. This makes the scheme less vulnerable to a malicious server compared to a scheme where the pseudo-identifiers are generated by the back-end server.
- The server performs the matching between the Pet tokens of infected and requesting users without having access to their actual identifiers. Relying on a central server for the matching task improves the robustness and resiliency of the scheme against malicious users, compared to a scheme where the matching is performed by the devices themselves.
- The server computes the risk score which improves the efficiency of the system as the score function can be instantly adapted by the health authority according to the evolution of the pandemics. Furthermore, this allows the server to control the number of notifications that are sent out every day and prevents uncontrollable situations where a high number of users get notified at once. Finally, this also improves the security of the scheme against malicious users since users do not get access to the proximity information but only to the resulting risk scores.

The system is composed of users who install on their devices an exposure notification application using DESIRE, and a back-end server under the control of the health authority (Figure 2). DESIRE features four different phases:

1. **Initialization**: When a user wants to use the service, she installs the exposure notification application, App, from an official and trusted App store. App then registers to the server that generates a permanent identifier. The server keeps an entry for each registered ID.

2. **Encounter Discovery**: After the registration, each device periodically generates a Ephemeral Bluetooth Identifier, Ebid, and broadcasts it regularly over Bluetooth. Each device also collects Ebids of encountered devices and generates and stores Pet tokens from them. These Pet tokens identify an encounter.

3. **Infected User Declaration**: When an individual is tested and diagnosed Covid-positive, and after an explicit user consent and authorisation (from the medical services), her smartphone’s application uploads its local list of generated Pet tokens to the authority server, that adds them in a global list of exposed Pet tokens. To avoid social graph inference, these declarations are sent through a trusted proxy leveraging a trusted execution environment (i.e., Intel SGX) to mix Pets from several different declarations.

4. **Exposure Status Request**: To update the exposure status of the user, the App probes regularly the server with its list of generated Pet tokens. The server then checks whether...
the tokens appearing in the request are declared at risk and computes the risk score in that case according to the duration and signal strength of the exposition.

We consider that all exchanges between devices and the server are secured and protected through TLS. We also consider loose time synchronization between devices (thanks to NTP or any other time synchronization mechanism). Time is discretized into epochs of 15 minutes. This value of 15 minutes is the rotation period of the random address recommended in the Bluetooth v5.1 specification [41], Vol 3, Part C, App. A. We assume that these epochs and rotation periods are synchronized [8, 23]. Finally, we assume a symmetric Bluetooth communication channel (i.e., two nearby devices detect each other).

### 4.2 Initialization

A user $U_A$ who wants to install the application on his device must download it from a trusted App store. After installing the application App$_A$, $U_A$ needs to register to the back-end server. This registration phase is composed of two steps: the authorization token generation, during which the user obtains an anonymous authorization token, and the user registration where the user registers to the server anonymously. These steps are unlinkable and provide anonymity to users.

1. **Authorization Token Generation:** In this step, the user obtains from the server an anonymous authorization token that she uses in the User Registration phase. This could be performed by using blind signatures [18] or direct anonymous attestation [17].

2. **User Registration:** Once the user, $U_A$, obtains an authorization token, AT$_A$, she can use it to register to the server. More precisely, $U_A$ sends a registration message which includes his authorization token, AT$_A$. The server then verifies the authorization token, creates a unique identifier ID$_A$ and an entry in its ID_TABLE. The entry table contains for each registered user, the following information:

   - **ID$_A$ ("Permanent IDentifier for A"):** an identifier that is unique for each registered App, and generated randomly (random draw process without replacement to avoid collision).
   - **UN$_A$ ("User A Notified"):** a flag indicating if the associated user has already been notified to be at risk of exposure ("true") or not ("false"). It is initialized with the value "false".
   - **ERS$_A$ ("Exposure Risk Score"):** Current $U_A$’s exposure risk score.

(3) The server generates an encryption key $EK_A$ and sends ID$_A$, $EK_A$, and the Public key of the SGX enclave $PK_{sgx}$ to the user $U_A$. It then uses $EK_A$ to encrypt all elements of ID_TABLE[ID$_A$], except for ID$_A$, and finally deletes $EK_A$. Note that the server also stores all the AT tokens it has received to verify that they are only used once.

---

3We do not describe the generation of these Authorization Token in this document, interested readers can refer to [18].

4In practice the server can generate authorization tokens that are only valid for a certain number of days (by changing his Public/Private key pair regularly), which would reduce the storage load on the server.

### 4.3 Encounter Discovery

Devices leverage Bluetooth Low Energy advertising mechanism to discover nearby devices and exchange Ebids as illustrated on Figure 3. A Device $A$ randomly generates an ephemeral Bluetooth identifier, EbID$_{A,i}$, at each epoch $i$ and broadcasts it over Bluetooth. This EbID is defined as $g^{X_i}$, where $X_i$ is a secret generated by $A$ at epoch $i$. We exploit Elliptic Curve Cryptography and more specifically the elliptic curve Curve25519 [10] to generate $g^{X_i}$ and we assume that the devices share the same group structure (order $p$ and generator $g$), which are pre-configured in the application (see Section 4.6 for implementation details).

Upon the reception of an $EBID$, $g^{Y_i}$, from a device $B$, device $A$ computes $(g^{Y_i})_{\bar{X}_i} = g^{X_i \cdot Y_i}$. If the duration of the encounter $i(A,B)$ is longer than a certain threshold (i.e., to avoid generating and storing Pet tokens associated to encounter that are very brief), $A$ then computes a pair of unlinkable Pet tokens:

$$Pet^1 = H(\text{"1" } | \ g^{X_i \cdot Y_i}); Pet^2 = H(\text{"2" } | \ g^{X_i \cdot Y_i}),$$

where $H()$ a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-256. These Pet tokens are stored in two different tables: the Exposure Token List, ETL$_A$, and the Request Token List, RTL$_A$. Specifically, if the bit-string $g^{Y_i}$ is greater than bit-string $g^{Y_j}$. A stores Pet$^1$ in RTL$_A$ and the Pet$^2$ in ETL$_A$, otherwise $A$ stores Pet$^2$ in RTL$_A$ and Pet$^1$ in ETL$_A$.

Similarly, device $B$ computes $(g^{X_i \cdot Y_j})$ (which is also equal to $g^{X_i \cdot Y_i}$) and the two Pet tokens Pet$^1$ and Pet$^2$. However, these Pet$^1$ are stored in ETL$_B$ and RTL$_B$ in the reverse order. Pet$^1$ is stored in ETL$_B$ and Pet$^2$ in RTL$_B$. Entries in these lists are purged after a period corresponding to the contagious period (i.e., typically 14 days). Finally, node $A$ (respectively $B$) deletes $g^{Y_i}$ (respectively $g^{X_i}$).

As described Section 4.4 and Section 4.5, the Pet tokens in RTL are used to query the server for exposure status and the Pet tokens in ETL are uploaded to the server if the user is diagnosed-positive. Using two unlinkable Pet tokens for the same encounter prevents the server from linking the tokens used in exposure status requests with the tokens upload to the server in case of diagnosed positive. Without this protection, the server could use these links to reconnect the tokens of its EList that belong to $A$ and derive $A$’s proximity graph.

Note that the two users part of the encounter generates the same couple of Pet tokens but stores them in its lists in the reverse order (Figure 3). Therefore the server cannot link the Pet token that user $A$ and $B$ use in their exposure status requests for their encounter, but can still perform the Pet matching if one of the users is diagnosed-positive and uploads her ETL list.

Note also that according to various situations, devices may generate several Pet tokens for a single continuous proximity encounter.

### 4.4 Infected Node Declaration

If user $U_A$ is tested and diagnosed Covid-positive at a hospital or medical office, she is proposed to upload each element of her Exposure Token List ETL$_A$ list to the server. Note that this upload is anonymous, in particular it does not reveal the identity of $U_A$ nor any of its Ebids to the server.

If insufficient precautions are taken, ETL$_A$ could potentially be used by the server to build the de-identified social/proximity graph
of the infected user. Indeed, if all the Pet tokens of the Etl are sent by batch to the server, it can link all Pets together through an anonymous node. The aggregation of many such social/proximity graphs may lead, under some conditions, to the de-anonymization of its nodes, which results in the social graphs of the users. It is therefore necessary to ‘break’ the link between any two elements if Etlₐ.

Therefore, the Etlₐ is uploaded on a trusted proxy equipped with an Intel SGX that mixes the elements of all infected users’ Etl. This Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) ensures an execution of attested code in a trusted SGX enclave isolated from the rest of the system. The declaration of infection contains the Etl list of the user encrypted with the public key of the SGX enclave, PKₐ. Consequently, only the SGX enclave is able to read the Etl lists sent by users.

To efficiently mix exposed Pet tokens, the SGX enclave waits for the declaration of infection from a certain number of users before mixing all Pet tokens contained in these declarations. To avoid side-channel attacks against SGX [16, 49], these Pets are shuffled using a memory oblivious permutation-based approach [37]. The trusted proxy then transmits the exposed Pet tokens via a specific API provided by the back-end server.

The server maintains a global list, EList, of all exposed (token, t) tuples coming from all infected users. Thanks to the shuffle of the exposed Pet tokens coming from different users, the server is not able to reconstruct part of the social graph of the users.

4.5 Exposure Status Request

In order to check whether user Uₐ is at risk (i.e., if she has encountered infected and contagious users in the last CT days), the application Appₐ regularly sends an Exposure Status Requests (Esr_Req) to the server for IDₐ. The server then computes a risk score value. The server replies with a Esr_Rep message that is set to ‘1’ when the user is at risk or to ‘0’ otherwise. More precisely, the following actions are performed:

(1) Node A periodically sends to the server an Esr_Reqₐ message that contains IDₐ, EKₐ, the Pet tokens of RTLₐ.

(2) The server retrieves IDTABLE[IDₐ], decrypts each of its elements with EKₐ.

(3) The server verifies the UNₐ flag. If UNₐ = true, the server returns the same Esr_Repₐ message set to ‘1’ (at risk of exposure). The server then encrypts each element of IDTABLE[IDₐ] with EKₐ and erases EKₐ. Otherwise, it continues.

(4) The server then checks whether any of the Pet tokens of RTLₐ appear in any (token, t) tuples of EList. If yes, the server computes an exposure risk score for user Uₐ, stores it in IDTABLE[IDₐ] (field ERSₐ).

(5) Two situations are then possible:

(a) If the computed score indicates that the user is at risk of exposure, the server sets UNₐ to ‘true’. An Esr_Repₐ message set to ‘1’ (at risk of exposure) is then returned to the user.

(b) If the computed score does not indicate any significant risk, an Esr_Repₐ message set to ‘0’ is returned to the user.

(6) After sending the reply message, the server encrypts each element of IDTABLE[IDₐ] with EKₐ and erases EKₐ.

Note that, for a given user A, since the Pet tokens used in the uploaded list, Etlₐ, and in the requests, RTLₐ are different for the same encounters, the server can not link the elements and can not build any proximity graph. Furthermore, the only information that leaks out of a request is the number of elements, which could give some information about the number of encounters, of RTLₐ. One solution is to set the number of elements in the request to a fixed value, T. If the number of elements of RTLₐ, Nₐ is smaller than T, A pads its request with (T − Nₐ) fake tokens. If Nₐ is larger than T, A only uses T elements of RTLₐ for its requests. Other solutions could be to encode the elements of RTLₐ into a Bloom or Cuckoo filter.

Note also that the number of daily requests performed by Uₐ can be limited.

When a node is notified at risk, its UNₐ flag is set to “true” in IDTABLE. From this point on, the server will process its Esr_Req queries as usual but will keep replying with a Esr_Rep message set to “1” regardless of the Esr_Req queries.

Figure 3: Device A broadcasts EBID = gₓ. Device B broadcasts EBID = gᵧ. Device A computes PET₁ = H("1"|gₓᵧ) and PET₂ = H("2"|gₓᵧ), stores PET₁ in RTLₐ and PET₂ in ETLₐ. Device B computes PET₁ = H("1"|gᵧₓ) and PET₂ = H("2"|gᵧₓ), stores PET₁ in ETLₐ and PET₂ in RTLₐ.
We implemented a proof of concept of Ebids important to define and calibrate the risk score functions. Consequently, each slice of the devices is split into three slices and transmitted in multiple consecutive windows inside an epoch, this exposure risk score accounts for the result of her test: in that case her “at risk” status will be reset automatically after a certain fixed period of time (3-4 days, value to be defined with epidemiologists).

In any case, an application that has been notified “at risk” continues to send and receive Ebids and to compute Pets. This is required for instance when a user is waiting for a test result, if this latter turns out to be negative: encounters continue to be recorded and as soon as the user unlocks her status at the server, the updated exposure status can be computed without any gap in the history. A user that was diagnosed positive should have the option to continue using the application as long as she is contagious. During this period, she must regularly upload her Etl list to the server.

### 4.6 Implementation

We implemented a proof of concept of Desire. This proof of concept including the mobile application and the server as well as monitoring tools is publicly available. In this section, we give details about the implementation of both the Bluetooth communications between devices (Section 4.6.1) and the computation of the exposure risk score (Section 4.6.2).

#### 4.6.1 Bluetooth Communications

The creation of the Pet tokens in Desire is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [26]. The Ebids are accordingly defined as $g^X$ (Section 4.3). For efficiency reasons, we implemented it using an instance of the discrete logarithm on elliptic curves (Curve25519). With Elliptic Curve Cryptography and the elliptic curve Curve25519, $g^X$ requires 32 bytes to ensure protection against brute force attack. These Ebids are thus larger than 16 bytes and can therefore not be carried by a Bluetooth advertisement packet alone. Consequently an Ebid is split into three slices and transmitted in multiple consecutive Bluetooth advertisement packets.

We considered two Bluetooth advertisement schemes: a multi-advertising and a rotating advertising mode. In the multi-advertising mode, the device is able to broadcast multiple advertising payloads in parallel. In this mode, the different parts of the Ebid are broadcasted through multiple advertising payloads that makes possible for the receivers to directly reconstruct the Ebid. Although very suitable in our case and less energy consuming than the rotating mode, this feature is only available on Android 5+ and we cannot rely on it, thus currently not compatible with the greatest number of devices.

In the rotating advertising mode (also called carousel), only one advertising payload is broadcasted but the payload is changed periodically. Consequently, each slice of the Ebid is advertised one after the other in a carousel fashion. To retrieve the Ebid, a nearby device has to receive all the three slices. To increase the efficiency of this scheme, we introduce a fourth redundant slice which is the XOR sum of the three other slices in order to enable a device to reconstruct an Ebid after receiving any subset of three slices out of the four that are transmitted.

Reliability of BLE communication is not ensured (i.e., the wireless channel can be subject to perturbations). To overcome potential packet loss due to the unreliable wireless channel, the advertising scheme of Desire addresses two kinds of perturbation. Firstly, each payload (in both the multi-advertising and the rotating mode) is advertised every second during 20 seconds. Advertising the same payload multiple times makes the reception of the payload robust to random perturbation on the wireless channel. Secondly, the introduction of a fourth slice to enable a device to reconstruct an Ebid makes the reconstruction of the Ebid robust to transient perturbations of the wireless channel.

Lastly, we implemented our own scan filter to identify the service UUID of our application from the BLE message as it was not well supported on several devices.

#### 4.6.2 Exposure Risk Score

Bluetooth has not been designed to evaluate distance between two nodes. Consequently, the exposure risk score of Desire does not rely on a distance evaluation but we considered instead a probabilistic approach [29] already successfully used in TousAntiCovid, the contact tracing application developed by France. Specifically, this score is the probability to be closer than 2 meters during at least 15 minutes (i.e., an epoch). As described in the specifications, by aggregating information over different time windows inside an epoch, this exposure risk score accounts for packet loss by design.

To compute an estimator of the distance between two devices, we evaluate the power attenuation between the transmitter and the receiver. To measure an accurate power attenuation, correction gains have to be applied to take into account the antenna gain at the transmitter and at the receiver. These corrections depend on hardware (i.e., the BLE chipset and antenna) and the exploited driver. However, these correction gains are static. Consequently, without any protection, this information could be used by an adversary (i.e., the server or any user) to link together over time the different Ebids of a same device.

To avoid this linkability, this information is never revealed in Desire. Instead, these information are obfuscated and their changes are synchronized with the rotation of the Ebid at each epoch. Specifically, two devices exchanging their Ebids will deduce a calibrated noise, CN, from the Ebids (by selecting the most significant bits of the greater bit-string Ebid). This shared noise between devices is then subtracting from the actual value of the corrected transmission gain (Grx) and the corrected reception gain (Grx). As the same value is removed from the transmission and the reception gain, the power attenuation used to estimate the distance remains unchanged.

The obfuscated transmission gain (Grx − CN) of each Pet is maintained in the Etl list and are sent to the server through the declaration of infection. For each discovering Ebid, a device maintains a vector with all the received signal strength indications (RSSI) associated with all received advertisements. If the exposure with this
The protocol would operate as follows: the same vein as done in on-line e-cash schemes ‘a la Chaum’ with blind signatures [21].

Every day: a token usable today for users and the tokens that are contained in the machine” between the state-less system where the server would be a mere “matching health authority about user exposures that could be very valuable according to the evolving situation, it provides information to the server to compute and update the risk score allows the health authority to get the exposure risk score. Some operations are linear transformations and can use the obfuscated reception gains and other formations and can use the obfuscated transmission gain. If it is the case, the server is able to aggregate all risk scores by taking into account the transmission gain and return the exposure score risk to the user.

4.7 Towards a State-less DESIRE (D2-Design)

In the centralized design of DESIRE, the server stores some information about registered users. The information is minimal and is securely stored. We believe that this feature is a strength of our scheme since it mitigates some attacks (by controlling the number of registered users and limiting the request frequency). It also allows the health authority to compute and update the risk score according to the evolving situation, it provides information to the health authority about user exposures that could be very valuable to optimize the risk score function, as discussed in Section 5.

Having said that, it is possible to deploy DESIRE to operate as a state-less system where the server would be a mere “matching machine” between the Pet tokens that are uploaded by infected users and the tokens that are contained in the ESR Req queries. The protocol would operate as follows:

- **Initialization**: Users do not need to register to the server. They however need to obtain CT different anonymous authorization tokens, AT, per day. Each of these authorization tokens should only be valid for a specific day and could be obtained, in batch, during registration.

- **Encounter Discovery**: Same as in the regular DESIRE protocol.

- **Infected Node Declaration**: Same as in the regular DESIRE protocol.

- **Exposure Status Request**: Users query the server with un-linkable ESR Req queries, where each of them contains a subset of different RTL’s elements. Each ESR Req query can, for example, contain the Pet tokens generated during the same day. In this case, on each day, a user sends CT different and un-linkable ESR Req queries (one containing the tokens generated during d1, one containing the tokens generated during d1-1, … , one containing the tokens generated during d1-CT).

The server processes each of these ESR Req queries independently, by checking whether any tokens contained in the request appears in its list of exposed tokens, ELIST. It then computes the resulting exposure risk score of each request and sends the result back to the requested user.

Note that with this design, the server cannot compute the user’s “global” exposure risk scores anymore but only unlinkable “daily” risk scores. The APP obtains CT different risk scores (for the different CT previous days) that it needs to aggregate into a global one. This also implies that all apps have to include an aggregation function that might need to be updated regularly.

4.8 Towards a fully decentralized DESIRE (D3-Design)

Lastly, it is also possible to fully decentralize the risk score assessment by publishing to all Apps the exposed Pet tokens contained in ELIST of the server. In such a deployment, the exposure score risk is computed locally, within the user device. The protocol would operate as follows:

- **Initialization**: Users do not need to register to the server.

- **Encounter Discovery**: Same as in the regular DESIRE protocol.

- **Infected Node Declaration**: Same as in the regular DESIRE protocol.

- **Distribution of the global list of exposed Pet tokens**: Contrarily to the design D1 and D2, here the exposure status is not computed on the back-end server. Instead, the list of exposed Pet tokens (ELIST) is publicly available, in an open registry, and user devices periodically retrieve the new exposed Pet tokens of this list. The user device can thus check locally if any of them matches one of its own local Pets present in its RTL and compute the associated exposure risk score by using a local risk-scoring algorithm.

In this design, DESIRE would then be very similar to other so-called “decentralized” schemes, such as DP3T [46]. However, the public registry does not identify any user device but encounters, and only the two devices that are part of a given encounter know the associated Pet token. Consequently, thanks to the Pets, the decentralized design of DESIRE avoids any risk of stigmatization or discrimination of infected users unlike DP3T and Google-Apple (see Section 5).

4.9 Interoperability and Roaming

The interoperability between applications of different countries is an important aspect of contact tracing to efficiently break infection chains. One limitation of this interoperability is that each contact tracing application uses its own format to encode at-risk identifiers (e.g., ROBERT and DP3T use different EBIDs). Unfortunately, in this context, interoperability is often achieved by imposing the deployment of an unique solution over different countries to enable interoperability (e.g., GAEN) which imposes by the same way the design (and the associated privacy and risks trade-off) and reduces the sovereignty of each country. The DESIRE approach, with its

---
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10A user would then obtain CT tokens per day, under CT different keys (and different every day: a token usable today for d1, for d1-1, for d1-2... a token usable tomorrow for d1+1, d1, d1-1, etc.) A specific signing key is used for each role of the token. This is in the same vein as done in on-line e-cash schemes ‘a la Chaum’ with blind signatures [21].

11The mechanism used for this distribution is out of the scope of this document.
different design flavors, enables each country to choose the design that best fits its requirements, in a sovereign manner, without negatively impacting the service interoperability across different countries. Indeed, the Pet tokens can be usable across services used in different countries, even if those services follow different design options.

Identifying the national server: For privacy purposes, a user should not learn the country of origin of encountered persons through its contact tracing application. Yet, interoperability requires forwarding Pet tokens to different national back-end servers. This could be achieved either by letting the users record, manually or automatically, the visited countries (option 1), or by associating a country code to the Ebid in the broadcasted BLE message, in such a manner that privacy is not compromised (option 2).

Option 1 requires users, when they visit a different country, to continue contacting the server of the visited country during a certain time after she came back home. Similarly, in case the user is tested positive after coming back from abroad, her proximity history needs to be exchanged with the visited back-end server. On the opposite, option 2 facilitates (since information is associated to the Ebid and then the Pet tokens) and reduces the amount of traffic (since only encounters with a foreign application are forwarded to the foreign back-end server) across the various national back-end servers. Option 2 can be implemented by introducing an Encrypted Country Code as in [19] in the BLE message which carries the Ebid. During an encounter, the Country Code of the remote device is kept in the RTL_A and ETL_A lists for the associated Pet token. This Country Code information is also uploaded to the server along with a Pet token during an infected node declaration. Consequently, when a national back-end server identifies an encounter with a foreign application, say App_B, this national server can easily forward the associated Pet token to the foreign back-end server to which App_B registered within the federation.  

Interoperability with foreign applications: The interoperability between App_A (national application) and App_B (foreign application), across different design options, must be considered along two dimensions: 1) when App_A is tested positive and wants to inform App_B, or 2) when App_A requests (design D1 and D2) or computes locally (design D3) its exposure risk, in case App_B has been tested Covid-positive.

The use of Desire has major benefits, because of two reasons. First of all, the interoperability between a national and foreign application, no matter their respective design options, is made possible by the single format of a Pet token: no matter the design considered, no matter the nationality of the two applications involved in an encounter, both of them will compute and store the same Pet tokens in their ETL an RTL lists.

Secondly, interoperability is made possible because there is no difference about the nature of information uploaded in case the user is tested Covid-positive; whereas Robert uploads the EBISS of exposed users, whereas DP3T and GAEN uploads “diagnosed keys” of the user, with Desire, regardless of the design option, a Pet token that is uploaded during an infected node declaration is always

---

12This document does not discuss the management of a Country Code more in detail. Note that the Encrypted Country Code defined in the Robert protocol [19] could be easily introduced here.
The risk associated with a data breach is then minimal and only concerns the centralized design D1.

Passive Eavesdropping/Tracking (by malicious users and authority): Since Pet tokens are unique per encounter and are computed locally, passive eavesdroppers only get the Ebids, that are changing randomly at every epoch and only have a temporary use. As a result of the decisional Diffie–Hellman assumption, the eavesdroppers cannot relate any Ebid to any Pet token. Furthermore, an attacker deploying several Bluetooth passive scanners will not be able to relate any Ebid to any Pet token and therefore cannot track users. Desire is robust in front of passive eavesdropping/ tracking.

Active Eavesdropping/Tracking (by malicious users): A malicious user who actively eavesdrops, by broadcasting its own Ebids, can compute Pets with encounters he has with both Alice and Bob if they are close enough, but he cannot determine the Pet of the encounter between Alice and Bob.

It is also interesting to note that with the implementation of the rotating advertising mode (Section 4.6.1), the adversary has to collect the three slices of the Ebid to build the associated Pet token. As each Ebid slice is advertised during 20 seconds, the adversary has to be close to the target for at least 1 minute, which makes an active eavesdropping during a short amount of time ineffective (no Pet can be computed).

Active Eavesdropping/Tracking (by malicious authority): If the authority is active and deploys Bluetooth devices that also broadcast their own Ebids, containing for example $g^2$, the target device, $A$, will generate and store the Pet tokens $H(\cdot, g^2)$ and $H(\cdot, g^1 Z)$. When receiving Esr_Req messages from a user, the authority could rebuild a mobility trace by correlating the location associated with the received Ebids. Indeed the Esr_Req messages of a user can be linked as they include the ID of the requesting user. Such mobility traces could then be leveraged by the authority to re-identify the user\(^{13}\). This attack can be mitigated with a state-less Desire (Section 4.7).

Reconstructing social interaction graphs (by malicious authority): When a user $A$ is diagnosed Covid-positive, she uploads all elements of her Etl\(_A\) through the SGX-based proxy. As users directly contact the front-end (without using anonymous communication), an adversary controlling the front-end can run traffic analysis to monitor the IP address of users. This risk is common to all systems that use direct upload. However, only the SGX enclave is able to decrypt the infected node declaration (i.e., the Pet tokens at risk contained in the list Etl) sent by users and several declarations are mixed together before to be forwarded to the back-end. Consequently, the adversary is not able to make any link, neither between the user and the uploaded Pet tokens, nor between the uploaded Pet tokens.

When user $A$ queries the server for her exposure status, the server is able to link ID\(_A\) to all Pet tokens contained in the Esr_Req query. However, the Pet tokens used in the Esr_Req queries are different from the tokens uploaded to the server if she ever gets diagnosed. Consequently, the server is not able to infer any links between exposed tokens in its EList and tokens in requests. Furthermore two users $A$ and $B$ who exchanged Ebids and built associated Pet tokens, request the server with different tokens (Pet\(_1\) one of them, Pet\(_2\) for the other). Thus the server is not able to link any tokens in different requests.

Infected Node Re-identification (by malicious user): In design D1 and D2, a malicious user cannot identify infected contacts since this information is kept on the server, out of reach of users who only get an exposure risk score. In design D3, as a Pet token does not identify a user device but an encounter, a malicious user could only identify contacts actually encountered. It is also noteworthy that the "one entry" attack\(^{14}\), that is inherent to all schemes, is still possible. This attack could be mitigated by:

- requiring users to register in order to limit Sybil attacks;
- using a probabilistic notification scheme, as presented in [18];

Relay attacks: This attack is not possible since Desire assumes symmetrical communications. For example, if a malicious node, Eve, replays the Ebid\(_B\) to $A$ (assumed farther away), $A$ will compute and store the corresponding Pet\(_1\) and Pet\(_2\). However, $B$ will not be able to compute the same Pet since she cannot listen to Ebid\(_A\).

We implemented and evaluated Desire in real condition. In this section, we show that Desire keeps a limited battery consumption, similar to other contact tracing approaches (Section 6.1). In addition, we show that the SGX-based proxy is able to quickly process and mix together a large number of declarations of infection (Section 6.2.2). Lastly, we evaluated the exposure risk score computed by Desire (Section 6.3).

6.1 Energy Consumption

Energy consumption of a mobile application, in particular a contact tracing application, is a crucial aspect as it will impact its adoption and usage [38]. Here we evaluate the energy consumption of Desire\(^{15}\).

\(^{13}\) Although this attack is technically possible, a malicious authority probably has simpler ways to track users (such as cellular network surveillance or Wi-Fi tracking).

\(^{14}\) In this attack, the adversary has only one entry, corresponding to $U_T$, in her local lists (this can easily be achieved by keeping the Bluetooth interface off, switching it on when the adversary is near her victim and then switching it off again). When the adversary is notified "at risk", she learns that $U_T$ was diagnosed Covid-positive.
using the rotating advertising mode (Section 4.6.1) and SwissCovid (version 1.1.0), the contact tracing applications developed by the Swiss government and based on DP3T and the GAEN API. We also consider StopCovid (version 1.1.3), the contact tracing application developed by France based on the ROBERT protocol. Figure 4 depicts the energy consumption of these solutions running on a Samsung S10+ using only Bluetooth over 12 hours compared to a baseline which corresponds to the consumption of the device without running any application. Results show that Desire keeps a limited energy consumption by spending 6% of the battery consumption compared to the baseline without application. This consumption is similar to the SwissCovid and the StopCovid applications.

Figure 4: The energy consumption depicted by Desire is similar to the SwissCovid and the StopCovid applications.

Activating the WiFi on the smartphone, enables exchanges with the back-end server to request the infection status for both Desire and StopCovid, and to download diagnosed keys for Swisscovid. This additional communication increases the battery consumption to 9% compared to the baseline without application (versus 6% without the WiFi). The environment also impacts the energy consumption, a noisy environment (i.e., with multiple additional devices communicating over Bluetooth) consumes 45% more battery than a quiet environment (i.e., only three devices communicating together).

6.2 Scalability of Desire

The back-end server of Desire has to serve a large number of users and process the multiple declarations of infection. In the design D1 and D2, its scalability is determined by the capacity to answer the exposure request status. Contrastively, in the design D3, the back-end server has to distribute the exposed PET tokens to all devices. Lastly, for all designs, the scalability of the back-end server is also determined by the capacity to protect the infected node declaration.

6.2.1 Scalability of the Status Requests to the Back-end Server. In the design D1 and D2, each application periodically requests the back-end server to know the exposure status of the associated user. These requests include the PET tokens contained in the RTL as well as metadata (i.e., corrected reception power). Although a local filtering is performed on the device in order to only keep PETs related to long enough encounters, these requests can contain a large number of PETs and thus generate significant traffic to the server. If we consider requests with an average of 100 exposure PETs and the associated metadata (i.e., around 5.5 kB once gzipped), sent twice a day by 10 Million users, we arrive at 110GB of upload traffic per day for the server.

In addition, for each request, the back-end server checks whether any of the PET tokens of the request appear in any exposed token maintained in its ELIST. If it is the case, the server retrieves the transmission gain to compute the aggregated exposure score risk (Section 4.6.2). If we consider 100,000 daily new infections with an average of 100 exposure PET tokens per declaration and a contagious period of 14 days, the ELIST will manage 140 million PET tokens.

6.2.2 Scalability of the Protection of Infected Node Declarations. To avoid the server to infer information about the social graph of users (Section 4.4), the infected node declarations are sent to a trusted proxy which mixes the exposed PET tokens from different users. To ensure trusted execution, this proxy runs inside an Intel SGX enclave. We implemented such a proxy in order to evaluate its scalability when processing the stream of infected node declarations. Figure 5 depicts the time spent by the proxy to mix the exposed PET tokens for a growing number of infected node declarations. We considered 100 PET tokens per declaration and we considered two memory oblivious shuffling schemes: a sorting and a permutation-based approach with different complexities [12]. Results report roughly a similar runtime for both approaches with a linear time spent by the enclave to process the infected node declarations. According to the current statistics of the infected node declaration through contact tracing application (e.g., around 100,000 new daily infections in the US), the scalability of the proxy is not a limitation with a fast processing of PET tokens. Indeed, Figure 5 shows that 1,000 user declarations, each with 100 PET tokens, requires 4 seconds.

Figure 5: The trusted proxy is able to protect a growing number of infected node declarations in a linear runtime.
6.3 Exposure Score Risk

Finally, we evaluated the capacity of Desire to compute an exposure score risk. We consider two environments. First, a "quiet" environment where only three Samsung 10+ are 80 cm apart. Second, a "noisy" environment where four additional devices are placed two meters from the three Samsung 10+ that advertise BLE messages. A noisy environment with packet loss and variation of the RSSI can impact both the reconstruction of the EBIDs, and the score risk. In both cases, we monitored the BLE messages received by the devices and computed the exposure score risk from them including the local filtering and the computation on both the device and the server (Section 4.6.2). Our exposure score risk is computed per epoch (as the Ebids changes at every epoch) and an individual is declared at risk once its risk score reaches a certain threshold (contact threshold at 0.2 and risk threshold at 0.5 as defined in the specifications [29]) during an epoch. Figure 6 shows the evolution over the epochs of the exposure score risk of Desire. First, results show that the exposure risk score is computed after the first epoch. This means that even in a noisy environment, the EBIDs have been received and reconstructed correctly from the different slices. Second, the advertising scheme has also allowed the node to compute the risk score, and as expected, this score risk is above the threshold risk at every epoch for both a quiet and noisy environment.

![Figure 6: Devices are declared at risk with an exposure score risk above the risk threshold.](image)

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Digital contact tracing is an essential tool to support manual tracing and for breaking infection chains and preventing the virus from spreading further. Two main approaches (i.e., centralized and decentralized) have been applied to deploy privacy-preserving contact tracing. However both approaches have their own advantages and limitations. To overcome these limitations, we propose Desire, a novel exposure notification system which leverages the best of centralized and decentralized systems. The key concept of Desire is the Pet token, a private and unique identifier that represents an encounter between two nodes. The concept of Pet enables a third way between the centralized and decentralized exposure notification systems, as the underlying protocol easily enables several types of architectural variants. This unique flexibility enables each country to make a sovereign choice, choosing the deployment design that best fits its own requirements without compromising interoperability across different national choices. We show that Desire drastically improves the privacy against malicious users (i.e., limitation of decentralized systems) and authority (i.e., limitation of centralized systems).

We implemented a proof of concept and showed its feasibility through evaluations in real condition. Specifically, we show that 1) the power consumption of Desire (relying on Ebids splitting into multiples advertisements) is similar to other contact tracing approaches, 2) the SGX-based proxy is scalable, and 3) the exposure risk score successfully detects proximity even in the presence of a noisy wireless channel. The source code as well as the associated software are publicly available.
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